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PHASE TRANSITIONS IN La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 MANGANITESI. O. Troyanhuk *, S. V. TrukhanovInstitute of Solids and Semiondutor PhysisNational Aademy of Sienes of Belarus220072, Minsk, BelarusH. Szymzak **Institute of Physis, Polish Aademy of Sienes02-668, Warsaw, PolandJ. PrzewoznikUniversity of Mining and Metallurgy30-059, Krakow, PolandK. BärnerIY Physikalishes InstitutD37073, Göttingen, GermanySubmitted 8 Deember 2000The rystal struture parameters, magneti and eletrial properties of La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 redued manganiteswith 0 � x � 0:5 are established. These investigations ontribute to the understanding of magneti interationsin manganites without Mn4+ ions. It is found that these manganites show a long-range antiferromagnetiorder up to x = 0:09 and transform into spin glasses at 0:09 < x � 0:35. The ompositions in the range0:35 < x � 0:5 show a strong inrease in the spontaneous magnetization and ritial point assoiated withthe appearane of spontaneous magnetization and an therefore be viewed as inhomogeneous ferromagnets.The magneti and rystal struture peuliarities of La0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 are established by the neutron di�rationmethod. The strongly redued samples show a large magnetoresistane below the point where the spontaneousmagnetization develops. The magneti phase diagram of La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 is established by magnetizationmeasurements. The magneti behavior is interpreted assuming that the Mn3+�O�Mn3+ magneti interationis anisotropi (positive�negative) in the orbitally ordered phase and isotropi (positive) in the orbitally disor-dered phase. The introdution of the oxygen vaanies hanges the magneti interation sign from positiveto negative, thereby leading to a spin glass state in strongly redued ompounds. The results obtained revealunonventional features for strongly redued manganites suh as a large ferromagneti omponent and highmagneti ordering temperature as well as a large magnetoresistane in spite of absene of Mn3+�Mn4+ pairs.For the explanation of these results, the oxygen vaanies are supposed to be ordered.PACS: 72.15.Gd, 75.30.Kz, 75.70.Pa1. INTRODUCTIONThe hole-doped La3+1�xA2+x (Mn3+1�xMn4+x )O3 pe-rovskites, where A represents divalent alkaline-earthelements suh as Ca, Sr, and Ba, have reentlyattrated muh attention beause of their unusualmagneti and transport properties [1; 2℄. The parent*E-mail: troyan�ifttp.bas-net.by**E-mail: szymh�ifpan.edu.pl

ompound La3+Mn3+O3 is an antiferromagnetiinsulator with the A-type magneti order [3℄. Thisompound ontains Mn3+ ions with the t32ge1g (S = 2)eletroni on�guration surrounded by the oxygenotahedron. It is aepted that the t32g and e1g ele-trons are loalized and their total magneti moment isdetermined only by the total spin beause their orbitalmagneti moment is frozen. It is known that Mn3+ isthe Jahn�Teller ion with the higher energy eg and the183



I. O. Troyanhuk, S. V. Trukhanov, H. Szymzak et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 1 (7), 2001smaller energy t2g eletroni levels in the otahedraloxygen oordination. An orbital ordering is observedand the interation of the magneti moments ofmanganese is anisotropi as a result of the Jahn�Tellere�et. The antiferromagneti spin axis is diretedalmost along the b-axis and the ferromagneti momentalong the -axis [4℄.La1�xAxMn3+1�xMn4+x O3 exhibits a ferromagnetiground state and a metal�insulator transition ourringnear the Curie point at x > 0:15. In this ase, Mn4+ions are reated from Mn3+. The Mn4+ ion ontains t32geletrons only (S = 3=2). The interplay between theeletrial transport and ferromagnetism in these sys-tems is traditionally interpreted within the frameworkof double exhange interation [5�7℄, where the mag-neti oupling between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions is onsi-dered to result from the motion of the eg eletron bet-ween two partially �lled d shells with the strong Hundoupling on site.However, the double exhange alone is not suf-�ient to explain all the properties of these om-pounds [8℄. It has been shown that A3+2 Mn4+2 O7 py-rohlores also exhibit a olossal magnetoresistane de-spite the absene of mixed manganese valene [9℄. Re-ently, many ompounds (La(Nd)1�xPbxMnO3�xFx,La0:66Ba0:34Mn1�xNbxO3, et.) have been found andthey show the ferromagneti behavior and large magne-toresistane in spite of the absene of Mn4+ [10℄. Good-enough [11℄ addued arguments for the ferromagnetismto be due not only to the double exhange but also tothe spei� harater of superexhange interations inMn3+�O�Mn3+, Mn3+�O�Mn4+, and Mn4+�O�Mn4+ion systems [11℄. In the superexhange model, the fer-romagneti fration of the exhange is determined by avirtual eletron transfer from the half-�lled eg orbitalsof the Mn3+ ion to the empty ones. Many reent exper-imental results have given evidene to the existene ofa phase separation in manganites [12℄. There is no gen-eral agreement onerning exhange interation meha-nisms in the hole-doped manganites. Despite numeroustheoretial and experimental studies, the true nature ofthe olossal magnetoresistane in perovskites is still amatter of disussion.Beause Mn ions play a key role in eletrial andmagneti properties of the manganites by providingharge arriers, magneti moments, and loal Jahn�Teller distortions, it is ertainly worth investigatingthe properties of manganites ontaining only Mn3+ions. The Mn3+/Mn4+ ratio an be hanged by var-ious methods: (i) the substitution of Ln3+ ions by A2+(Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb, and Cd) ions in the A sublattie ofABO3 perovskite; (ii) the substitution of Mn ions by

di�erent transition elements (Cr, Fe, Co, et.) in the Bsublattie of perovskite, and (iii) the removal of oxygenions, whih produes a redution proess where Mn4+ions are onverted into Mn3+ and their oordinationnumber dereases.In this work, the third method is hosen to hangethe Mn3+/Mn4+ ratio beause there are not enoughdata on the results of its appliation. Moreover, veryintriguing magneti and magnetoresistane propertieshave been revealed for La0:5Ca0:5MnO3� [13℄ andLn0:5Ba0:5MnO3� (Ln = Pr, Nd) [14; 15℄ systems inour previous investigations. It was shown that theseompounds an exhibit both a large magnetoresistaneand a ferromagneti omponent. It is notable that theoxygen ontent in manganites an vary from 2.5 [16℄ to3.27 [17℄. A muh smaller degree of the oxygen nonsto-ihiometry was found for LaVO3+ (0 �  � 0:05)and LaTiO3+ (0 �  � 0:08), while LaCrO3 andLaFeO3 do not perfetly reveal the deviation fromthe stoihiometry. This behavior may result from amuh larger redution in the ioni radius from Mn3+to Mn4+ than it is found for other transition metalperovskites [18℄.In this paper, we study the oxygen redution e�eton the magnetization and resistivity of Ca-doped man-ganites La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 for x � 0:5. These om-pounds have already been known at the very early stageof the experimental [3; 4; 19; 20℄ and theoretial [21; 22℄studies of transition-metal oxides. The phase diagramof La1�xCaxMnO3 ompounds with 0 � x � 1 an befound elsewhere [23�26℄. However, the phase diagramfor La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 series has not been proposedearlier. Our study shows that both magneti and ele-tri properties are very sensitive to the oxygen ontentvariation. 2. EXPERIMENTPolyrystalline La1�xCaxMnO3+ samples with�0:03 �  � 0:1, x = 0, 0.05, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18,0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50 were fabriated withonventional erami tehnology. La2O3, CaCO3, andMnO2 were mixed, ompated, and pre�red at 1000ÆCfor 2 h in air. The pellets were then again groundand synthesized at 1550ÆC during 2 h in air, whihwas followed by quenhing the samples with a lowonentration of Ca ions from 900ÆC and slowly oolingthe samples with a high onentration of Ca ions atthe rate of 80ÆC/h in order to obtain the stoihio-metri oxygen ontent. The X-ray powder di�rationdata were reorded at room temperature with theDRON-3 di�ratometer in CoK� radiation. Aording184



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 1 (7), 2001 Phase transitions : : :to X-ray measurements, all the as-prepared sampleswere single-phase perovskites with the orthorhombisymmetry of the unit ell. The thermogravimetristudy revealed the as-prepared samples in the range0 � x � 0:18 to have the oxygen ontent slightlyabove the stoihiometri value ( � 0:1). The exessof oxygen dereases gradually as the alium ontentinreases. The samples with x = 0:25, 0.30, 0.35 arestoihiometri ( � 0). The samples with x = 0:40,0.45, 0.50 have the oxygen ontent slightly less thanthe stoihiometri value ( � �0:03). In order toprepare the stoihiometri samples, the ompositionsin the range 0 � x � 0:18 were annealed in small eva-uated silia tubes at 700ÆC during 30 h using metallitantalum as an oxygen getter. The amount of Ta wasalulated assuming that the �nal produts are Ta2O5and stoihiometri ompositions La1�xCaxMnO3aording to the relationLa1�xCaxMnO3+ + 25 Ta!! La1�xCaxMnO3 + 5Ta2O5: (1)In ontrast, the samples with x = 0:40, 0.45, and0.50 were annealed in air at 900ÆC during 48 h. Thesereations an be desribed byLa1�xCaxMnO3+ + jj2 O2 ! La1�xCaxMnO3: (2)Polyrystalline La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 samples withx = 0, 0.05, 0.09, 0.12, 0.15, 0.18, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35,0.40, 0.45, 0.50 were obtained by the topotati redu-tion method in the above-mentioned manner. The re-dution of the samples was performed at 900ÆC dur-ing 2 h in small evauated silia tubes in presene ofmetalli Ta. The �nal oxygen ontent was alulatedfrom the hange in the weight of samples during theredution. The relative error in oxygen ontent mea-surements did not exeed 1%. Therefore, the hemi-al formula for the redued samples an be writtenas La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2�0:02. The reoxidation proessleads to an inrease in the weight orresponding to theloss of the weight during the redution. Aording toX-ray measurements, almost all the samples from theLa1�xCaxMnO3� series (with  = 0; x=2) were single-phase perovskites with the O1-orthorhombi (x � 0:09)or O-orthorhombi (0:12 � x � 0:50) unit ells similarto the as-prepared ones.Magneti and eletri measurements havebeen performed for ompositions orrespon-ding to both La1�xCax(Mn3+1�xMn4+x )O3 andLa1�xCaxMn3+O3�x=2 series. For the magnetimeasurements, an OI-3001 vibrating sample magne-tometer was used in the temperature range from 4 to

300 K. Resistivity measurements were performed usingthe standard four-probe method with ultrasoniallydeposited indium ontats. The d-resistivity datawere olleted for well-sintered samples in the form ofbars with 10� 2� 2 mm dimensions over the temper-ature range from 77 to 350 K. The magnetoresistaneMR was alulated using the formulaMR = �(H)� �(H = 0)�(H = 0) � 100%; (3)�(H) is the resistivity in the magneti �eld of 9 kOe,and �(H = 0) is the resistivity without the magneti�eld.Neutron di�ration measurements for theLa0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 sample were performed in BerlinNeutron Sattering Center using the E2 Flat Conedi�ratometer with the wavelength of neutrons� = 1:79635Å.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONThe rystal struture parameters for bothLa1�xCaxMnO3 and La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 seriesare displayed in Fig. 1. Both stoihiometry andredued series exhibit orthorhombi distortions in theentire range of the alium onentration, howeverO1-orthorhombi distortions (=p2 < a � b) transforminto O-orthorhombi ones (a < =p2 < b) at x � 0:1.Aording to Goodenough, the O1 distortions areaused by the orbital ordering, whih is a result of theooperative stati Jahn�Teller distortions of Mn3+ inLaMnO3. As a dopant ion onentration inreases,the removal of ooperative Jahn�Teller distortionsis observed [25℄. The redued ompounds have onlyMn3+ ions, however oxygen vaanies destabilize theparent orbital ordering, and therefore, the Jahn�Tellerdistortions. For the samples with x < 0:1, oxygenvaanies are insu�ient in order to remove the ooper-ative Jahn�Teller distortions, and the unit ell of thesesamples has the O1-orthorhombi symmetry. For bothseries, the volume of the unit ell dereases graduallyas the alium ontent inreases. This is explainedby the derease in the size e�et ontribution to therystal struture distortions. However, this proess ismuh less pronouned for La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 series.The appearane of vaanies leads to dereasing in theaverage oxidative state of manganese. It is well knownthat the ioni radius of Mn3+ is larger than that ofMn4+. The e�etive ioni radii of Mn3+ and Mn4+in the otahedral oxygen oordination are 0.645Åand 0.530Å, respetively [27℄. The vaanies musttherefore redue the unit ell volume, whereas the185
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Fig. 1. The rystal struture parameters forLa1�xCaxMnO3 stoihiometri (top panel) andLa1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 redued series (medium panel).The bottom panel displays the unit ell volume as afuntion of Ca onentration
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Fig. 2. ZFC magnetization versus temperature for sam-ples with x = 0:09 (urve 1 ), 0.12 (2 ), 0.15 (3 ), and0.18 (4 )transformation of Mn4+ into Mn3+ must give rise toit. Our data indiate that the last proess dominates.The zero-�eld-ooled (ZFC) and �eld-ooled(FC) magnetizations in the �eld of 100 Oe forLa1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 series are presented in Figs. 2

and 3. The samples in the ranges 0 � x � 0:12and 0:30 � x � 0:50 show one ZFC-magnetizationpeak. The samples with x = 0:15, 0.18, 0.25 have twoZFC-magnetization peaks. The seond magnetizationpeak at higher temperatures an be asribed to a largemagneti anisotropy of these samples. The tempera-ture orresponding to the largest magnetization on theM(T ) urve gradually dereases as the Ca onentra-tion inreases. We adopt two methods of estimatingthe ritial temperature Tr at whih the magnetitransition ours: (i) the onset of magneti transition;Tr is de�ned as the temperature point where ZFCand FC magnetizations beome di�erent in the �eldof 100 Oe; (ii) the ompletion of magneti transition;Tr is de�ned as the temperature point where theZFC magnetization reahes its maximum value on theM(T ) urve measured in the �eld of 100 Oe. In therange 0 � x � 0:09, these two temperatures are loseto eah other, whih indiates a well-de�ned transitionto the magnetially ordered state. The samples in theinterval 0:12 � x � 0:18 show an entirely di�erentmagneti behavior. The ZFC magnetization for thesample with x = 0:15 demonstrates two peaks on theM(T ) urve, whih implies a omplex harater of themagneti ordering in this omposition. The transitionto the paramagneti state remains narrow for all theompositions with x � 0:18. For the x = 0:30 sample(Fig. 3), ZFC and FC magnetizations start to di�eraround 140 K, however a ZFC-magnetization peakis observed at a su�iently low temperature 35 K.The ZFC-magnetization peak shifts towards hightemperatures up to 160 K as the Ca onentrationreahes x = 0:50.In Figure 4, the magnetization is shown as a fun-tion of �eld at temperature of 6 K. It is di�ult to esti-mate the spontaneous magnetization beause for a ma-jority of the redued samples, the magnetization is notsaturated in the �eld up to 1.6 T. The large slope in theM(H) urve ould be attributed to magneti inhomo-geneity or large magneti anisotropy of these samples.The spontaneous magnetization �rst inreases with in-reasing Ca ontent up to the x = 0:15 omposition andthen dereases. The largest spontaneous magnetizationMs = 1:35�B per formula unit (�B/f.u.) orrespondsto the x = 0:15 omposition, however even in this ase,there is no pure ferromagneti ordering beause theexpeted value for the parallel ordering of all Mn3+magneti moments is around 4�B/f.u. The minimumspontaneous magnetization Ms = 0:19�B/f.u. oursfor the x = 0:30 omposition, where spin-glass prop-erties are most pronouned. The surprise is that Msrises again starting from the x = 0:40 omposition and186
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Fig. 3. ZFC and FC magnetizations versus temperature for (a) x = 0:30, (b) x = 0:50. H = 100 Oereahes 1:26�B/f.u. for the x = 0:50 omposition.For the La0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 sample, two neutrondi�ration patterns were olleted at 250 K (in theparamagneti state) and 1.6 K to hek the hara-ter of its magneti ground state. The patterns wereRietveld re�ned with the two-phase model. In there�nements, the pattern pro�le was simulated by asplit pseudo-Voigt funtion and the bakground was�tted to a seventh-degree polynomial funtion. TheLa0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 phase shows a lear asymmetri linebroadening indiating the existene of large miros-trains in this phase. The problem with the appropri-ate modeling of the (hkl)-dependent shape of the linesis the main soure of di�erene between the measuredpattern and �tted urve. The La0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 phasewas �tted assuming orthorhombi Pbnm.The most important strutural parameters andagreement fators of the re�nement are listed in table.The re�ned low-temperature value of the magneti mo-ment on the manganese atom is � = 0:81(45)�B. There�ned value of the Mn moment is not sensitive to theMn spin diretion.Aording to eletri resistivity measurements, allthe redued samples are semiondutors. The resis-tivity markedly inreases as the temperature dereases(Fig. 5). There is no metal�insulator transition even forthe x = 0:15 sample that shows the largest ferromag-neti omponent in the entire series. The magnetore-sistane gradually inreases below the point where themagneti order develops. However, there is no mag-netoresistane peak that was observed in the mixed-valene ferromagneti manganites.Summarizing our magnetization data, we on-struted a hypotheti magneti phase diagram ofLa1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 series (Fig. 6), i.e., a dependeneof the magneti transition temperature on the aliumonentration. The phase diagram of La1�xCaxMnO3
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Fig. 5. The resistivity and magnetoresistane versustemperature for samples with x = 0:15 (urves 1 and3 ) and x = 0:50 (urves 2 and 4 )ompounds (with 0 � x � 1) an be found else-where [23�26℄. The x = 0 and x = 1 membersof the La1�xCaxMnO3 system (namely, LaMnO3 andCaMnO3) are antiferromagneti insulators at low tem-peratures, with the A- and G-type of magneti order-ing, respetively [3℄. The G-type ordering is the antifer-187



I. O. Troyanhuk, S. V. Trukhanov, H. Szymzak et al. ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 1 (7), 2001Strutural parameters obtained in the Rietveld re�nement of the NPD pattern with � = 1:79635Å; Pbnm spae groupLa0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 phase at 250 K�Atom x y z Biso, Å2 ���La/Ca (4) 0.013(8) 0.005(10) 0.25 0.75(36)Mn (4b) 0 0.5 0 0.97(39)O1 (4) 0.049(16) 0.485(16) 0.25 3.55(39)O2 (8d) 0.734(11) 0.263(13) 0.030(6) 3.55(39)La0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 phase at 1.6 K��Atom x y z Biso, Å2La/Ca (4) 0.995(13) 0.008(8) 0.25 0.57(35)Mn (4b) 0 0.5 0 0.78(37)O1 (4) 0.054(13) 0.489(13) 0.25 3.12(30)O2 (8d) 0.733(9) 0.267(9) 0.030(6) 3.12(30)� Cell parameters are a = 5:428(4)Å, b = 5:414(5)Å,  = 7:675(6)Å; the total number of re�etions is 165;the onventional Rietveld R fators are RP = 5:72%, RWP = 7:85%, Rexp = 3:72%; the Bragg RB is 7.73%;�2 = 4:77.�� Cell parameters are a = 5:421(5)Å, b = 5:406(5)Å,  = 7:664(7)Å; the total number of re�etions is 165;the onventional Rietveld R fators are RP = 6:04%, RWP = 8:07%, Rexp = 3:75%; the Bragg RB is 6.73%;�2 = 4:62; the magneti R-fator is 5.60%.��� Biso is an isotopi temperature fator.200
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Fig. 6. Magneti phase diagram ofLa1�xCaxMnO3�x=2. A denotes the antiferro-magnet with the magneti struture of the A-type,Fl are ferromagneti lusters, F + Pl is the inho-mogeneous ferromagnet, SG is the spin glass, and Pis the paramagnet. The solid line indiates ritialtemperatures. The dash-and-dot line traed throughthe full squares is not signi�ant. The dashed line istraed trough x = 0:30 beause it is a singular pointromagneti ordering on the nearest-neighbor magnetisites. Addition of Ca ions destroys the antiferromag-neti order. The ferromagneti behavior starts to man-

ifest itself at x � 0:1 and the ompositions with x upto 0.3 have both antiferromagneti and ferromagnetiharateristis. The omposition with x = 0:3 is learlyferromagneti, while the ompositions with x > 0:5 areantiferromagneti. In agreement with extensive NMRdata [12; 28℄, the onentration phase transitions gothrough the mixed two-phase state at the dopant ionvalues x < 0:1 and x > 0:5 [29℄.The diagram of La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 series (Fig. 6)onsists of six regions. The onentration boundariesare traed through the ritial points. The omposi-tions in the range 0 � x � 0:09 demonstrate a magne-tization peak, whereas the spontaneous magnetizationgradually inreases. We assume that the ground stateis antiferromagneti in this range, probably of the A-type similar to that observed for the parent LaMnO3omposition [3℄. The ferromagneti omponent ouldbe attributed to the nonollinear magneti strutureor ferromagneti lusters. It is well known that non-ollinear magneti struture must result from the dou-ble exhange between Mn3+/Mn4+ ions [6℄. How-ever, the La1�xCaxMnO3�x=2 system does not on-tain Mn3+/Mn4+ pairs. Therefore, the magneti be-havior results from superexhange interations betweenMn3+�O�Mn3+. In this analysis, we assumed that188



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 120, âûï. 1 (7), 2001 Phase transitions : : :the ferromagneti omponent develops beause of fer-romagneti lusters assoiated with the domains wherethe stati Jahn�Teller distortions are removed. Aord-ing to Goodenough`s onsiderations [11℄, the Mn3+�O�Mn3+ superexhange magneti interation is ferro-magneti and no stati Jahn�Teller orrelations our.The removal of the stati Jahn�Teller distortions is pro-vided by a small amount of the oxygen vaanies thatweakly a�et the anion oordination of the majority ofthe Mn3+ ions. Taking all this into aount, it seemsreasonable to assume that in the range 0 � x � 0:09our ompounds are ferromagneti lusters in the anti-ferromagneti medium. The open squares in Fig. 6 de-note the magneti transition onset temperature. Thefull squares demonstrate the ZFC-magnetization peaktemperature. In the range 0 � x � 0:09, these two tem-peratures are su�iently lose, and the dash-and-dotline traed through the �lled symbols is not signi�ant.We note that the appearane of the oxygen va-anies stabilizes the other loal orbital state in thetwo nearest Mn3+ ions rather than the state in theparent matrix. This proess gradually destroys thelong-range orbital ordering inherent to LaMnO3,thereby leading to a ollapse of the long-range orbitalorder at 0:09 < x � 0:35. However, the pure ferro-magneti ground state does not develop in this region.Magnetization data (Figs. 2 and 3) indiate that theferromagneti omponent is strongly destabilized,whih is likely due to a ompetition between antiferro-magneti and ferromagneti exhange interations. Wethink that the nature of the antiferromagneti intera-tions in this region is di�erent from that for the parentLaMnO3. It is well known that LnMnO3 (Ln = Y,Er, Ho, Lu, S) with the hexagonal struture areantiferromagnets with TN around 80 K [30℄. In theseompounds, the Mn3+ ions are loated in the 5-foldoordination. For example, magneti properties of theLa0:85Ca0:15MnO2:92 omposition an be understoodassuming that Mn3+ (5-fold oordination)�O�Mn3+(5-fold oordination) and Mn3+ (5-fold oordination)��O�Mn3+ (6-fold oordination) exhange interationsare antiferromagneti whereas the Mn3+ (6-foldoordination)�O�Mn3+ (6-fold oordination) exhangeinterations are ferromagneti. For ompositions inthe range 0:09 < x � 0:35, the long-range ferro-magneti ordering is not realized, whih is likely dueto the inreasing oxygen vaany number above theritial onentration. In this region, the transitionin the magneti ordering state goes through twostages. This an be understood from the ZFC andFC urves. The ZFC magnetization value �rst startsto inrease, reahes its maximum, and then rapidly

dereases. The FC magnetization behaves di�erently.It does not undergo a fall at low temperatures. Thismagnetization fall may be explained by the magnetiinteration energy between ferromagneti lusters be-ing insu�ient to align their magneti moments afterzero-�eld ooling. After the �eld ooling, however, themagneti moment diretions remain the same. Thismagnetization behavior is typial of the spin glasseswhere magneti lusters of magneti moments aregradually bloked with dereasing temperature. Thedashed line is traed trough x = 0:3 beause it is asingular point, where the spontaneous magnetizationis minimal and the temperature oinides with that ofthe ZFC magnetization peak. It is possible that themagneti behavior of the ompounds in the viinityof this point has more sharp modi�ations than thosepresented in this diagram.The developing ferromagneti omponent inthe ompositions with the alium onentration0:35 < x � 0:50 may be the result of a short-rangeordering of oxygen vaanies. Apparently, the oxygenvaanies trend to order suh that the ferromagnetipart of the exhange interation between Mn3+ plaedin the 6-fold oordination beomes more intense thanthe antiferromagneti one. In this region, the samplesappear to be inhomogeneous ferromagnets. In supportof this hypothesis, let us reall several researh results.Reently, it was found from high-resolution eletronmirosopy and seleted-area eletron di�rationmeasurements that the stoihiometry La0:5Ca0:5MnO3and redued La0:5Ca0:5MnO2:75 ompounds di�er bythe domain sizes. The redued samples have a muhsmaller domain size and a larger number of domainsthan the stoihiometry ones. It is therefore reasonableto assume the oxygen vaanies to be aomodated inthe domain walls [16℄.It is interesting to note that the ompositions withx = 0:15 and x = 0:50 show a relatively large magne-toresistane despite the absene of the mixed valenein manganese. We suppose that the eletri ondutiv-ity of redued samples has an impurity nature. Thereare impurity levels assoiated with a small number ofMn2+ or Mn4+ ions. These impurity states are loatednear the struture defets suh as the oxygen vaaniesand are probably haraterized by very wide energyspetra.The magnetoresistane may result from a strong de-rease of the energy gap between shallow impurity lev-els and a wide ondution band indued by the exter-nal magneti �eld applied to the magnetially orderedstate.189
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